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Theory Building
How is normative information communicated?
What makes behaviors more or less susceptible to
normative influence?
How do norms evolve over time?
How are norms and behavioral decisions shaped
through “intervention”?

Social Norms and their
Moderators

Concepts
and
Terms

Financial Incentives/Behavioral
Payment Programs (BPP’s)

Payment for Ecosystem Services
(PES)

Financial Incentives in Normative
Systems (FINS) Model

Source: Kerr, J.M., Lapinski, M.K., Liu, R. W., Zhao, J. (2017). Long-term effects of payments for environmental services: Combining insights from communication and
economics. Sustainability, 9(9), 1627; doi:10.3390/su9091627
Lapinski, M.K., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., Shupp, R. (2017). Social norms, behavioral payment programs, and cooperative behaviors: Toward a theory of financial incentives in
normative systems. Human Communication Research. 43(1), 148-171. doi:10.1111/hcre.120ces

EXPERIMENT ZERO

FINDINGS
•

Norms vary over the course of the experiment (Next slide)

•

Incentives and perceived descriptive norms (PDN) both
contribute to contribution behaviors

•

Over time, incentives weakened the positive effects of
PDN on behaviors and this lingered once the incentive
ended. Introducing, then removing, the incentive
weakened the power of norms on behaviors.

•

Incentives and others’ behaviors influence PDN

•

Effects of PDN were stronger when people more strongly
identified with group members

Lapinski, M.K., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., Shupp, R. (2017). Social norms, behavioral payment programs, and cooperative behaviors: Toward a theory of financial incentives in
normative systems. Human Communication Research. 43(1), 148-171. doi:10.1111/hcre.120

FINDINGS
Extent of agreement with the statement: “I
think that most people in my group are
cooperative.”

Lapinski, M.K., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., Shupp, R. (2017). Social norms, behavioral payment programs, and cooperative behaviors: Toward a theory of financial incentives in
normative systems. Human Communication Research. 43(1), 148-171. doi:10.1111/hcre.120

IBSS: The Influence of Short-Term Financial
Incentives on Social Norms and Behaviors.

Social Norms and Financial Incentives:
Project Goals
Understand norms concepts in cultural context and
develop a culturally-grounded measure of social
norms
Test predictions of
culturally grounded FINS
Model

*Evolution of norms,
role of incentives in
norms

Translate theoretical and empirical findings to make
policy recommendations for PES interventions.

Understand norms concepts in cultural context and develop a
culturally grounded measure of social norms

Developing and Evaluating a Measure of Social Norms Constructs

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7

•Identification of key constructs, refining theory and conceptual definitions collaboratively with cultural
insiders using formative data from observations, field visits, key informant interviews, and discussions with
project partners.

•Use of open-ended data gathering methods (interviews and focus groups) with samples from the population
of interest; data analyzed using qualitative and/or quantitative approaches.

•Open-ended data used as the basis for development of scale items and response scales in collaboration with
cultural insiders.
•Items developed in the language of the participants or co-developed in multiple languages through careful,
item-by-item discussion followed by translation and back translation with conceptual equivalence as the
focus.

•Conducting exploratory or confirmatory statistical tests of measurement models for construct validity
evidence and estimating scale reliability for each sample separately.

•Conducting formal tests of measurement equivalence to compare samples.

•“Ground truthing” of process, method, and findings throughout the entire course of the research with
stakeholders including cultural insiders.

Liu, R. W., Lapinski,
M. K., Kerr, J., Zhao,
J., Bum, T., & Lu, Z.
(2020, May).
Culturally derived
measurement of
social normative
variables: The case
of grassland
conservation
behaviors among
Tibetan pastoralists.
Presented at the
70th International
Communication
Association Annual
Meeting, Gold Coast,
Australia. May 2125, 2020.

Overarching Questions

•

Who are the collective and individual sources (referents) of
information about behaviors?

•

What is the basis of interpersonal influence? (Why these
referents?)

•

What factors shape decisions about these behaviors?

•

What is the form of descriptive and injunctive norms?

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., & Bum, T. (2018). Characterizing interpersonal influence for grassland conservation behaviors in a unique population.
Environmental Communication. https://doi.org/10.1080/17524032.2018.1436579.

Referents for general issues related to herding activities

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., & Bum, T. (2018). Characterizing interpersonal influence for grassland conservation behaviors in a unique population.
Environmental Communication. https://doi.org/10.1080/17524032.2018.1436579.

Referents for advice-seeking

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., & Bum, T. (2018). Characterizing interpersonal influence for grassland conservation behaviors in a unique population.
Environmental Communication. https://doi.org/10.1080/17524032.2018.1436579

Referents for problem-solving information

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., & Bum, T. (2018). Characterizing interpersonal influence for grassland conservation behaviors in a unique population.
Environmental Communication. https://doi.org/10.1080/17524032.2018.1436579

The basis of interpersonal influence-Why particular people/groups are
influential?
Variable

Definition

Source

Example Data

Means Control –Actual or
Potential

A referent’s actual or potential control over
specific resources, rewards, and punishments.

Kelman (1961), French &
Raven (1959)

If the livestock are ill, I will go to the veterinary
station for help. I will report to the township
government for other issues. (Their opinion
is) very important because I may get some
support after reporting to them. (1-4-5)

Attractiveness –
Identification

The referent occupies a role which the person
desires or which makes the continued
relationship desired; similarity and aspiration.

Kelman (1961)

N/A

The referent is an expert source of information;
makes truthful and valid statements; is
perceived as trustworthy and expert.

Kelman (1961)

Credibility

Rimal & Real (2005)

“I will ask some experienced and educated
doctors.” (1-3-5)
and
“I will consult doctors since they are
experienced, and I can seek for new
vaccination from them.” (1-3-4)

Harmony + Will of Majority

The referent can help to maintain accord within
our group.
Agreement among most group members should
shape the course of action.

N/A

““I will consult other herdsman participating in
multi-household herding. To live in harmony, I
will need their permission if I want to raise
some livestock” (1-3-4)

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., & Bum, T. (2018). Characterizing interpersonal influence for grassland conservation behaviors in a unique population.
Environmental Communication. https://doi.org/10.1080/17524032.2018.1436579

Conceptualizations of Social Norms Constructs

Basis for decisions about herding?
•

Ecological conditions, market forces, policies, social factors (tradition, ingroup relations, power of majority)

Descriptive Norms
•

Described information in the immediate social environment about behavioral prevalence from:
Observation, Knowledge of policy, Interactions with family and herding group members

•

Did not report descriptive normative information outside of local village

Injunctive Norms
•

Information about approved and disapproved behaviors mainly communicated under problematic or
uncertain conditions.

•

Influence of others on actions explicitly discussed, social sanctions not explicitly addressed

•

Religious leaders most likely to communicate “should” and to a lesser extent herding group members

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., Lu. Z. & Bum, T. (in press, 2021). Culture and social norms: Behavioral decisions about grassland conservation among ethnicallyTibetan pastoralists. Journal of Intercultural Communication Research.

Developing and Evaluating a Measure of Social Norms Constructs

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7

•Identification of key constructs, refining theory and conceptual definitions collaboratively with cultural
insiders using formative data from observations, field visits, key informant interviews, and discussions with
project partners.

•Use of open-ended data gathering methods (interviews and focus groups) with samples from the population
of interest; data analyzed using qualitative and/or quantitative approaches.

•Open-ended data used as the basis for development of scale items and response scales in collaboration with
cultural insiders.
•Items developed in the language of the participants or co-developed in multiple languages through careful,
item-by-item discussion followed by translation and back translation with conceptual equivalence as the
focus.

•Conducting exploratory or confirmatory statistical tests of measurement models for construct validity
evidence and estimating scale reliability for each sample separately.

•Conducting formal tests of measurement equivalence to compare samples.

•“Ground truthing” of process, method, and findings throughout the entire course of the research with
stakeholders including cultural insiders.

Measures of Social Norms Constructs
Household Survey (N=360); 5-point Digit Scale (higher scores, greater endorsement)
Variable

Mean (SD) Alpha

Example Item

Perceived Descriptive
Norms -4 items (removed
1)

2.96 (1.03)
α = .89

Most people in my herding
group/village have reduced the
size of their herd over the last 5
years.

Perceived Injunctive
Norms-4 items (removed
2)

2.59 (.97) α = .84

People in my herding
group/village think it is better for
me to have a larger herd. (R)

Outcome Expectations
-4 items

Failed

If I reduce the number of yaks I
herd, I will no longer feel like a
Tibetan.

Group Identity
-4 items

3.07 (.98) α =.82

How similar do you think you are to
most people in your herding
group/village in your values?

Group Orientation
-4 items

3.83 (.57) α =.68

It is important for me to maintain
harmony with people around me.

Behavioral Intention
-3 items

2.32 (.82) α =.60

I plan to reduce my herd size in the
next 5 years.

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., & Bum, T. (2018, May) Culture and social norms: Behavioral decisions about grassland conservation among ethnically-Tibetan
pastoralists. Paper presented in the Environmental Communication division at the annual meeting of the International Communication Association, Prague, Czech Republic

Measures of Social Norms Constructs

Lapinski, M. K., Liu, R. W., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., & Bum, T. (2018, May) Culture and social norms: Behavioral decisions about grassland conservation among ethnically-Tibetan
pastoralists. Paper presented in the Environmental Communication division at the annual meeting of the International Communication Association, Prague, Czech Republic

Test predictions of culturally
grounded FINS Model
Evolution of norms, role of money

FINS Model Household Survey Findings (N = 340, 10 townships)

Embedded experiment, participation in herd size reduction
program is DV

•

Incentive, DN Treatment, and perceptions of injunctive norms
have direct, positive effects on willing to participate in a herd
size reduction program

•

The interaction of incentives and norms are not significant

•

When the payment end, people reverse any planned reductions
in herd size -the larger the payment, the greater the reversal.

•

A strong descriptive norm lessens this reversal.

Source: Unpublished data

FINS Model Experiment (N = 128; n = 32/group)

Field experiment, Days willing to volunteer to patrol for illegal
hunting and trapping is DV, framed incentive program
•

Perceived injunctive and descriptive norms evolve over
the course of the experiment

•

Incentives had a weak direct effect on behaviors;
perceived injunctive norms have a strong, positive effect
and serve to bolster incentives

•

Other’s behavior in prior rounds and the presence of an
incentive influence perceived injunctive norms and this
mediated the effects on behaviors

Kerr, J., Bum, T., Lapinski, M.K., Liu, R., Lu, Z., & Zhao, J.Z. (2019). The effects of social norms on motivation crowding: experimental evidence from the Tibetan Plateau.
International Journal of the Commons,13, 1, pp. 1–25. http://www.thecommonsjournal.org DOI: 10.18352/ijc.xxx

FINS Model Experiment (N = 128; n = 32/group)

4.70
4.60
4.50
4.40
4.30
4.20
4.10
4.00
Round 1

Round 5
control

IN msg

Round 10
payment

Round 15

payment & IN msg

Perceived descriptive norms (vertical axis) by treatment, rounds 1, 5, 10, 15 (horizontal axis)

Note: perceived descriptive norms measures are a composite of responses to survey questions 1, 5, 7 and 8 in table 1, each of which reflects descriptive n
Treatments: Control, Injunctive norms (IN) message, payment, injunctive norms (IN) message + payment

Kerr, J., Bum, T., Lapinski, M.K., Liu, R., Lu, Z., & Zhao, J.Z. (2019). The effects of social norms on motivation crowding: experimental evidence from the Tibetan Plateau.
International Journal of the Commons,13, 1, pp. 1–25. http://www.thecommonsjournal.org DOI: 10.18352/ijc.xxxources

FINS Model Experiment (N = 128; n = 32/group)
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payment & IN msg

Perceived injunctive norms (vertical axis) by treatment, rounds 1, 5, 10, 15 (horizontal axis)

Note: perceived injunctive norms measures are a composite of responses to survey questions 2, 3, 4 and 6 in table 1, each of which reflects
Treatments: Control, Injunctive norms (IN) message, payment, injunctive norms (IN) message + payment

Kerr, J., Bum, T., Lapinski, M.K., Liu, R., Lu, Z., & Zhao, J.Z. (2019). The effects of social norms on motivation crowding: experimental evidence from the Tibetan Plateau.
International Journal of the Commons,13, 1, pp. 1–25. http://www.thecommonsjournal.org DOI: 10.18352/ijc.xxx

FINS Model Tests Summary

•

Perceived norms change as behaviors around us change

•

Both Incentives and social norms have direct and
combined effects on behavioral decisions. When
incentives end, behaviors end and the norm may be
changed after that point in time.

•

Incentives can shape what people perceive is normative
and that, in turn, can shape what people do.

•

Social norms can support behaviors once incentives end.

Kerr, J., Bum, T., Lapinski, M.K., Liu, R., Lu, Z., & Zhao, J.Z. (2019). The effects of social norms on motivation crowding: experimental evidence from the Tibetan Plateau.
International Journal of the Commons,13, 1, pp. 1–25. http://www.thecommonsjournal.org DOI: 10.18352/ijc.xxx

Refined FINS

Translate theoretical and empirical findings to make
policy recommendations for PES interventions.

PES one-pager

Sources

TAKE-AWAY POINTS
•

Incentives can shape both behaviors and normative perceptions
causing both positive and negative impacts (while in place and
when removed).
•
•

Incentives can disrupt the positive effects of a cooperative
descriptive norm
Incentives can enhance the positive effects of a cooperative
injunctive norm (in this research setting)

•

Social norms shape behavior, but are one source of motivation.

•

Incentives systems, like PES, are only one approach to
promoting prosocial behaviors, and should be considered with
care.

•

There are strategies for designing incentive program that can
help maximize good outcomes. (see PES One Pager above for
some ideas)

•

Long term effects of incentives and norms need more research.

Lapinski, M.K., Kerr, J., Zhao, J., Shupp, R. (2017). Social norms, behavioral payment programs, and cooperative behaviors: Toward a theory of financial incentives in
normative systems. Human Communication Research. 43(1), 148-171. doi:10.1111/hcre.120
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FINS Model Experiment (N = 128; n = 32/group)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Initial group avg. days (phase 1, round 1)

0.10
(0.06)*

0.11
(0.05)**

0.11
(0.5)**

Financial incentive

0.12
(0.10)

0.10
(0.09)

0.36
(0.42)

Post-financial incentive

0.15
(0.09)

0.13
(0.08)

-0.28
(0.49)

Collective descriptive norm (CDN)

0.00
(0.06)

-0.02
(0.05)

-0.02
(0.06)

0.73
(0.06)***

0.71
(0.06)***

0.70
(0.06)***

-0.01
(0.08)

-0.01
(0.07)

0.17
(0.06)***

0.16
(0.07)**

Own days volunteered in previous round

Injunctive norms message

-0.01
(0.09)

Perceived descriptive norm (PDN)

Perceived injunctive norm (PIN)

Financial incentive*perceived injunctive norm

-0.06
(0.09)

Post-financial incentive*perceived injunctive
norm
N
r2

0.09
(0.10)
1792
0.60

1792
0.60

1792
0.60
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